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Smartphone app takes round three of The Pitch 
 
The third round of The Pitch was held at the 

Kerry Packer Auditorium at RPA on Friday, 

with a smartphone app for junior clinical 

staff awarded $50,000 in funding. 

 

The proposed app, presented by basic 

physician trainee, Joel Riley, will help junior 

clinicians, who often play the vital role of 

main documenter, to input the correct data 

for clinical coders, allowing them to assign 

diagnosis-related groups and generate 

funding for the hospital. 

 

“Every patient has a story, and our junior 

clinicians are often the ones tasked with writing this story,” Dr Riley said. 

 

“The introduction of an app to help improve accurate documentation has the capacity to recoup the 

investment in one week of being live.” 

 

The Pitch, held quarterly, emulates The Dragon’s Den, a television show where potential 

entrepreneurs pitch their ideas to a panel of experts in a bid to win funding for their projects. 

 

Previous winners include Concord Hospital’s Burns Unit ($50,000 to purchase a vaporising system 

that diffuses hydrogen peroxide into a closed environment to reduce multi-resistant organisms); 

District Fire Services ($40,000 to build an innovative fire simulation training centre); Balmain 

Hospital ($33,000 to create a therapy garden for rehabilitation patients), and Allied Health ($17,000 

to buy a mobile fibre-optic endoscopic machine to evaluate patients’ ability to swallow, reducing the 

risk of aspiration pneumonia. 

 

The District Chief Executive, Dr Teresa Anderson, thanked applicants and panel judges for their 

thoughtful work and attention to detail, and said all pitches would receive support and guidance. 

 

“The thoughtful work you have put into these projects is extraordinary, and that is why we have this 

wonderful health system,” Dr Anderson said. 

 

“I would like to thank each and every one of you for coming and supporting our Pitch – we love the 

Pitch,” Dr Anderson said. “No project will go unsupported – we will either mentor or link people. All 

ideas are wonderful because they enable us to have springboards to even better ideas.” 

 

The next round of The Pitch will be held during the 2015 Sydney Innovation and Research 

Symposium at the Australian Technology Park in Eveleigh on 29 May. 

For more information or to submit your pitch online for the next event visit:  

www.slhd.nsw.gov.au/Innovation. 
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